running wires for surround sound speakers audiogurus - running wires for surround sound speakers is not as hard as it sounds there has never been a case where i haven t been able to figure out a way to pull it off, pc gaming surround sound round up satsun org - if using a 7 1 speaker configuration and a game only outputs 5 1 the best surround effect will be obtained by setting the sound device to side surround 5 1 in a proper 5 1 speaker configuration the surround speakers should be at 90 degrees from the listener s face unfortunately the default behavior for 5 1 audio in games while running through a 7 1 configuration is to send surround audio, logitech g51 surround sound 5 1 speaker system black - product description bring your games to life with 360 degree surround sound your games are meant to be experienced in surround sound now hear your enemies sneaking up behind you and listen for action in every direction, amazon com logitech z906 5 1 surround sound speaker - buy logitech z906 5 1 surround sound speaker system thx dolby digital and dts digital certified surround sound systems amazon com free delivery possible on eligible purchases, emotiva xmc 1 surround processor review sound vision - i got an xmc 1 and i do agree with the sound quality being decision 1 i love the sound of the unit best of all it has reference quality analog audio balanced xlr rca path for reference audiophile two channels listening, the best surround sound speakers for most people reviews - if you re looking for a full size surround sound speaker system with the highest performance to price ratio the pioneer sp pk52fs system is still a no brainer as our budget pick the sp pk52fs package which closely resembles the elac debut because speaker guru andrew jones designed both consists of two sp ts52 floor standing speakers up front the hefty sp c22 center speaker and a pair, dts sound system wikipedia - dts originally digital theater systems is a company that makes multichannel audio technologies for film and video based in calabasas california the company introduced its dts technology in 1993 as a higher quality competitor to dolby laboratories incorporating dts in the film jurassic park the dts product is used in surround sound formats for both commercial theatrical and consumer 
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